Notice: Release of Renewal Application for HMIS Projects in the FY2022 HUD CoC Competition

I. OVERVIEW
The Salt Lake Valley Coalition to End Homelessness (SLVCEH) is responsible for oversight of the Salt Lake City & County Continuum of Care and Salt Lake County Government is the Collaborative Applicant. In compliance with HUD requirements, the CoC intends to evaluate projects and make funding decisions based on HUD and local priorities and project performance. The Ranking Committee will review the performance of CoC renewal HMIS projects.

For the FY2022 HUD CoC grant competition, HMIS renewal projects, are hereby notified that the project application will require submission of the E-snaps Application for HMIS Renewal Funds and coordinating with Salt Lake County to complete sections of the Collaborative Application.

II. ELIGIBLE APPLICANTS
Only HMIS Renewal projects that were funded through the FY2021 renewal process are eligible to apply for HMIS Renewal funds.

The Grant Inventory Worksheet Indicates that the renewal amount for the HMIS project is $223,151.

III. APPLICATION PROCESS
The Application is the E-snaps application as produced by HUD.

Our CoC will continue with a standard naming convention for project applications. As you create your renewal application, please follow this formula:
Agency Acronym, Project Name, HUD Competition Year
e.g. SLCO CH Housing project FY2022

Applicants for HMIS renewal funds should follow the process outlined in the NOFA and the instructional guides available here.

IV. SUBMISSION
The E-snaps portion of the application may be accessed here: https://esnaps.hud.gov/grantium/frontOffice.jsf

V. DEADLINE
The application is due in E-snaps by 5 pm on Monday, August 29, 2022.

VI. CONTACT INFORMATION
Office of Projects and Partnerships
Salt Lake County
2001 South State Street, Suite N4-930
P.O. Box 144575
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-4575

Tarra McFadden
Special Projects and Grants Coordinator
Phone: 801-923-3080
Email: tmcfadden@slco.org

Katherine Fife
Director, Programs and Partnerships
Phone: 385-468-7143
Email: kfife@slco.org

E-mail contact is preferred so that issues may be documented and common issues can be used to create an FAQ document if necessary.